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Introduction

Joby Quiambao, RD

Melissa Payne, RD

Jessica Oickle, RD

Boozhoo, Kwe', Tansi, Aanii,
Waaciye, Kómustá, Hi 
The goal of our session is to invite change
through our stories.

No actual or potential conflict of interests, or
financial relations with this presentation to disclose.



Objectives
to explore the concept of Indigenous "cultural safety" 
to discuss  knowledge translation gaps within the dietetic profession, education
and training
share experiences with current health challenges and realities within Indigenous
communities we work in; & approaches we’ve learned/applied/continue to build on 
invite you to reflect on your own perspectives and practice



Co-Creating Space 
Discussed by: Joby Quiambao

CDO identified cultural competency among RDs as an
emerging issue in dietetics.
National survey (2016) completed by RDs identified
that all RDs and graduating dietetic interns be
"minimally competent in Aboriginal health and culture".
Lack of cultural competency components among
accredited nutrition programs in Ontario. 
These "know-do" gaps

Chatalalsingh C., CDO; 2014. Huycke P., et al., Can J Diet Pract Res. 2017.



"...our dietetic education, training and
profession never informed us why "cultural
sensitivity/appropriateness was important";
otherwise, it would have revealed how
(culturally) harmful, oppressive and racist
the dietetic profession is."

Co-Creating Space
2018-PRESENT

DISCUSSED BY:
JOBY QUIAMBAO



[TEXT]

Co-Creating Space
2018-PRESENT

DISCUSSED BY:
JOBY QUIAMBAO

-on historical trauma and
ongoing impacts?

???

- why weren't
these "cross

cultural skills"
taught in dietetic

education?

CDO; 2014. 

- like reflecting on
one's own priviledges

and biases?



Indigenous
"Cultural Safety"

an approach, framework that considers the
social and historical contexts of health and
health care inequities and is not solely focused
on understanding “Indigenous culture.”
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it is about paying attention to the roots of health
and health care inequities, such as colonization.

Ward C., et al. BC Mental Health and Addictions J. 2016.



Cultural humility understanding the history of the treatment of
Indigenous peoples throughout Canada and self-reflection in
understanding personal and systemic biases that may prevent
Indigenous peoples from accessing health care. 
Cultural safety...engagement that recognizes and strives to address
power imbalances inherent to health care relationships. It results in
an environment free of racism and discrimination...

Attitudes & Approaches

Why wait for 2023?



Health Care Access in
Indigenous Communities
D I S C U S S E D  B Y :  J E S S I C A  O I C K L E



How do You feel?



Providing Care



Health Literacy



Reflection Activity



"Daily Effects of
white privilege"

Some of the following statements were written
and the idea came from Peggy McIntosh,
associate director of the Wellesley Collage
Center for Research on Women, from
McIntosh's Essay 'White Privilege and Male
Privilege: A Personal Account of Coming to See
Correspondences Through Work in Women's
Studies'. This list is what she calls the "Daily
effects of white privilege."

Facilitated by: Melissa Payne



If I need to see a medical
provider, I can be seen in
the community I live in,
without having to travel. 

I can be late to a meeting
without having the
lateness reflect on my race.

Late appointment fees
Not being seen if they are late
Worrying about the results or outcome
during the long ride
Traveling, time off work
Road conditions, vehicle condition



Many communities are under boil water advisories
Water contaminated with mercury
Hunting and fishing has slowed down 

new work times and school times prevent people from
hunting or fishing
supplies are expensive
the animals are not available
haven’t learned the skill
not as easy as going to the store and getting the food

I have access to safe clean
drinking water, year-round.
I have easy access to my
family’s traditional foods.



I can turn on the
television or open social
media and see people of
my race widely
positively represented.

Presentations to a population group
Common traditional dish
Language, food items 
Poster presentation from Winnipeg about
stereotypes. The artist, KC Adams, was hoping
to combat negative stereotypes of Indigenous
people with a photo series called Perception



I have access to food whenever I am hungry and
I never have to go without eating.

Paid rides to grocery stores - spent on
removing a barrier to accessing to food
Income and job availability - NWHU
report about ODSP and income
supports
Bank accounts – local store deposit
cheques (Health Cards)



When I am told
about our national
heritage, I am
shown information
about people of
my color.

Nutrition experiments at
residential schools
Indigenous history in school
Cutting or shortening the time
spent on Indigenous history



I can be pretty sure of having
my voice heard in a group, in
which I am the only member
of my race.

Indigenous doesn’t mean they practice traditional ways
or eat traditional foods
Traditional protocols and ways of living, don’t know all
the answers or only know one way of doing
Looking to the Indigenous person for the answer to
questions
Forbidden - Residential schools

I  A M  N E V E R  A S K E D  T O  S P E A K  F O R  A L L  T H E
P E O P L E  O F  M Y  R A C I A L  G R O U P .



 

I can choose bandages in "flesh" color and have them more or
less match my skin.
I can go shopping alone most of the time, fairly well assured
that I will not be followed or harassed by store detectives.
I can do well in a challenging situation without being called a
credit to my race.
I am not made acutely aware that my shape, bearing, or body
odor will be taken as a reflection on my race.
I can be sure that if I need legal or medical help, my race will
not work against me.



Summary
T A K E  H O M E  M E S S A G E S

Indigenous Cultural Safety is anti-
racism training from an Indigenous
perspective; such training is a first step
in a life-long journey of learning.

Please, reflect on your own approach
to delivering care to others. Be more
introspective and humble, none of us
are the “experts.”

The reflection activity is designed to
help care providers understand just a
few of the many barriers to care
clients may face.



Jessica Oickle, RD
Email: jessica.oickle@bigstonehealth.ca

Joby Quiambao, RD
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Melissa Payne, RD
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Miigwetch
T H A N K  Y O U .


